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For all victims of torture
“Can the state, which represents the whole of society and has the duty of protecting society, fulfill that duty by lowering itself to the level of the murderer, and treating him as he treated others? The forfeiture of life is too absolute, too irreversible, for one human being to inflict it on another, even when backed by legal process.”

— U.N. Secretary-General Kofi Annan

“Perhaps the whole business of the retention of the death penalty will seem to the next generation, as it seems to many even now, an anachronism too discordant to be suffered, mocking with grim reproach all our clamorous professions of the sanctity of life.”

— Benjamin Cardozo
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I began writing about the death penalty back in the early 1990s, and since 1998 I’ve taught a capital punishment seminar at various law schools. My first book, *Death in the Dark: Midnight Executions in America*, explored why U.S. executions take place within prisons and out of the public eye, sometimes scheduled for one minute after midnight. And my other books explore other aspects of capital punishment and lynching, from their sordid history, to their discriminatory use, to their cruelty and torturous barbarity. In *The Birth of American Law: An Italian Philosopher and the American Revolution*, I traced the Italian philosopher Cesare Beccaria’s influence on the law, with a particular focus on Beccaria’s anti-death penalty advocacy. In *Legacy of Violence: Lynch Mobs and Executions in Minnesota*, I explored the history of lynchings and state-sanctioned killing in my home state. In *Kiss of Death: America’s Love Affair with the Death Penalty*, I laid out the reasons why I personally oppose capital punishment. And in *Cruel and Unusual: The American Death Penalty and the Founders’ Eighth Amendment*, I explained why Americans — including U.S. Supreme Court Justices — should find the death penalty to be a violation of the U.S. Constitution’s Cruel and Unusual Punishments Clause.

The ideas in *The Death Penalty as Torture* broaden the focus of my prior inquiries and are the culmination of my thinking on the subject of capital punishment. I first spoke on the topic of torture and the death penalty in June 2013 at a panel at the 5th World Congress Against the Death Penalty in Madrid, Spain. In December 2015, I also spoke on that subject in Norway at the 3rd Oslo Symposium on Capital Punishment — a symposium that brought together experts on the death penalty from Africa, Asia, Australia, Europe and the United States. I would particularly like to thank Rosalyn Park at The Advocates for Human Rights, a non-profit organization headquartered in Minneapolis, Minnesota, for her assistance in providing information in the lead up to my presentation in Madrid, the place where I first previewed some of the ideas in this book. In addition, I would like to thank Lill Scherdin at the University of Oslo for planning and hosting incredibly well-organized and highly informative symposiums on capital punishment; my friends, colleagues and fellow death penalty opponents for their encouragement and support of my scholarship; two of my former students, Alex Powell and Valerie Bonk, for their superb research assistance; and Rose McMunn, my executive assistant.

Over the years, I have been privileged to teach — and learn from — many law students at five different law schools: the University of Minnesota Law School, the George Washington University Law School, the Georgetown University Law Center, the University of Baltimore School of Law, and Rutgers School of Law. The dialogue and extended conversations I’ve had with those students over the years has helped me to clarify my own thinking on the law of capital punishment and torture. I have also had the opportunity to travel abroad and to interact, whether as a student or a fellow symposium participant, with two of the world’s leading international law experts on capital punishment: William Schabas and Roger Hood. Bill Schabas is the author of *The Abolition of the Death Penality*.
Penalty in International Law, and Roger Hood — along with his co-author, Carolyn Hoyle — just published the fifth edition of The Death Penalty: A Worldwide Perspective. Both books are tremendous resources, and I am indebted to these scholars for their outstanding contributions to the literature on the death penalty in the international context. I have also benefitted enormously from my association with, and from the outstanding writings of, David Weissbrodt, a Regents Professor of Law at the University of Minnesota Law School and one of the world’s leading authorities on torture.

I hope to live to see the day that capital punishment is abolished worldwide. That may be a lofty goal, but I believe it is a worthy one. Death sentences and executions — used for centuries to quash political dissent, to suppress minorities and people of different faiths, and to kill criminals (and sometimes, by mistake, innocent people) — only coarsen and brutalize the societies that still use them. The time has come, I believe, to call capital punishment for what it is — a torturous punishment — and to work for its complete abolition in international law. That day may not come soon enough, but I believe it will come — and that one day the Roman Coliseum will be lit up in recognition of the last country to abolish the death penalty for all crimes and under all circumstances. The death penalty — like other acts of cruelty and torture — has already claimed enough casualties over the centuries, and its time has passed. It should be relegated to the history books, serving only as a bleak and chilling reminder of the inhumanity which human beings are capable of in their darkest of hours.
Introduction

The law treats extrajudicial killings very differently than state-sanctioned executions, with capital punishment — or aspects of it — viewed quite dissimilarly in different parts of the world. The U.S. Supreme Court has found capital punishment to be constitutional, but courts in other countries have declared it not to be. Lynchings and homicides are universally condemned worldwide, with murders accompanied by aggravating circumstances treated as acts of torture-murder. But death sentences and executions are considered lawful in some jurisdictions and unlawful in others, raising important questions in the field of international human rights law and for the death penalty debate and the law of torture. For example, consider someone who locks another person in a small room, say a 6' x 10' cell, then tells that person that, on a fixed or unspecified future date, he or she will be beheaded, electrocuted, hanged or shot, or will be killed by lethal gas or lethal injection. If that threat is made or actually carried out — whether days, weeks, months, years, or even decades later — is that torture? Alternatively, would those actions be classified as cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment? Or would such conduct — whether carried out in Iran, China or Japan, in Saudi Arabia, Western Europe or war-torn Syria, or on American soil in a maximum-security prison — be classified as both or neither?

At present, the answers to these questions depend on (1) what country or state's laws — or what regional human rights regime, judicial rulings, or treaty body's pronouncements — one consults; (2) the length and conditions of the actual confinement; and (3) whether the actions in holding the person in confinement, then threatening and killing that person, are done by a private actor or a state actor. If a non-state actor, whether an ISIS or Al-Qaeda terrorist or a demented killer, engages in torturous, homicidal behavior, no one hesitates to use the rubric of torture to describe the psychological or physical torment that accompanies a brutal murder. Thus, ISIS beheadings are regularly described as acts of torture, with ISIS militants, in one report, said to have “tortured and executed the antiquities chief of the ancient city of Palmyra.” When ISIS operatives, in 2015, burned alive in a cage a 26-year-old fighter pilot, Muath Al-Kasasbeh, Jordanian officials quickly declared — and rightfully so — that terrorists had “tortured” their pilot. And many American homicides — from a horrific murder committed in California precipitated by a stolen PlayStation III to a murder in Florida where the victim was repeatedly struck with a chain belt and night stick, burned with lit cigarettes and lighters, and had a chair leg rammed into her vagina — have been adjudicated as being accompanied by torturous acts, thus aggravating the nature of the crimes. “Serial killers typically kill without remorse and have no compassion for human suffering,” one source observes of that category of murderers.

The torture terminology is used in different contexts, both legal and non-legal and in both international and domestic law. In the United States, American lawmakers and courts regularly use the term “torture-murder” to describe killings by non-state actors that are aggravated by acts of torture. This is so even though torture, as traditionally understood
under international law principles, involves intentional official acts.\(^9\) For example, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit pointed out in 2008 that torture under international law “involves intentional governmental acts” not “acts by private individuals not acting on behalf of the government.” “The requirement that torture be inflicted by or with the acquiescence of a public official is met,” the Third Circuit clarified, however, “if the government is willfully blind to a group’s activities whether or not it is actually aware of the conduct that constitutes torture.” From time to time, ordinary citizens and media outlets—even U.S. jurists—have described the death penalty or particular methods of execution as torturous.\(^{10}\) But capital punishment has not, customarily, been treated under international or domestic law as an act of torture even though it is, decidedly, an official, governmental act. For instance, in 2004, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit ruled that “[t]he pain or suffering inherent in a lawfully imposed death penalty is not considered torture.”\(^{11}\)

That is the state of the law now. But American history vividly illustrates how, through the years, judges have wrestled mightily with how to classify executions, with jurists trying to determine if they are legally permissible or not. And from time to time, the legal landscape has shifted, sometimes dramatically. In 1963, U.S. Supreme Court Justice Arthur Goldberg tried to convince his colleagues that the death penalty violated the U.S. Constitution’s Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments.\(^{12}\) He was unsuccessful that year, though his October dissent in *Rudolph v. Alabama*—joined by Justices William O. Douglas and William Brennan—reflects a split of opinion on death sentences.\(^{13}\) But in 1972, in *Furman v. Georgia*, the Supreme Court declared America’s death penalty laws to be unconstitutional because they imposed “cruel and unusual punishments.” That hotly debated, five-to-four decision ushered in a short, de facto moratorium on executions, with the dissenters arguing the issue should have been left to state legislatures. In his concurrence, Justice Brennan opined that executions are “cruel and unusual” punishments that fail to comport with “human dignity,” though he employed language closely associated with the concept of torture. “No other existing punishment is comparable to death in terms of physical and mental suffering,” Brennan wrote, echoing language found in modern-day prohibitions against torture. In discussing what America’s founders meant by “cruel and unusual punishments,” Justice Brennan emphasized that Patrick Henry—the American revolutionary—referred to “tortures, or cruel and barbarous punishment.”\(^{14}\)

But all systemic Eighth Amendment challenges to America’s death penalty—whether based on arbitrariness or race\(^{15}\) or the asserted cruelty of lethal-injection protocols\(^{16}\)—have failed before the nation’s highest court since it reversed course in a series of cases decided four years after *Furman*. In 1976, in *Gregg v. Georgia* and two companion cases, the Supreme Court upheld the constitutionality of death penalty laws in Georgia, Florida and Texas. State legislators had passed those statutes in the wake of *Furman* to guide juror discretion and reduce the death penalty’s arbitrariness, what Justice Potter Stewart—in his concurrence in *Furman*—likened to the risk of being “struck by lightning” because of the rarity and freakish nature of executions.\(^{17}\) In 1987, in *McCleskey v. Kemp*, the Supreme Court rejected an Eighth and Fourteenth Amendment challenge to Georgia’s death penalty based on compelling statistical evidence of racial discrimination.\(^{18}\) And in 2008 and 2015, in *Baze v. Rees* and *Glossip v. Gross*, the Court upheld the constitutionality of three-drug lethal injection protocols in Kentucky and Oklahoma despite the risk of inmates suffering excruciating physical pain at executions.\(^{19}\)
Legal challenges to American executions and lethal-injection protocols continue.20 There have been a well-publicized series of wrongful convictions and botched executions,21 the death penalty remains as arbitrary and cruel as ever,22 and the European Union has banned the export of lethal-injection drugs,23 leading to severe shortages of once commonly used drugs such as sodium thiopental.24 Due to the U.S. Supreme Court’s prior rulings, however, neither American executions generally nor lethal injections in particular are now considered unlawful or unconstitutional by most American courts.25 Meanwhile, European countries have stopped using executions altogether and have, by law, barred their use.26 In Soering v. United Kingdom, the European Court of Human Rights — in line with rulings from other countries — also decided that an accused killer could not be extradited to the U.S. in the absence of assurances that the death penalty would not be sought.27

Traditionally, state torture is seen as an extreme form of cruelty, one that involves intentional — not negligent — government conduct.28 According to a 1975 U.N. Declaration on the Protection of All Persons from Being Subjected to Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment: "Torture constitutes an aggravated and deliberate form of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment."29 The U.N. Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, adopted by the U.N. General Assembly in 1984 and signed by the United States in 1988, likewise defines “torture” as “any act by which severe pain or suffering, whether physical or mental, is intentionally inflicted on a person” for a prohibited purpose such as punishment or obtaining a confession.30 European and U.S. law read much the same way, viewing torture as an extreme form of cruelty. “Of all the categories of ill-treatment prohibited by Article 3,” the European Court of Human Rights has written of the prohibition of torture and inhuman and degrading acts in the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, “‘torture’ has a special stigma, attaching only to deliberate inhuman treatment causing very serious and cruel suffering.”31 Under U.S. regulations implementing the U.N. Convention Against Torture, which was ratified by the U.S. Senate in 1994,32 “[t]orture” is similarly described as “an extreme form of cruel and inhuman treatment and does not include lesser forms of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment that do not amount to torture.”33 Thus, under the U.N., European and U.S. approaches, torture is an aggravated or extreme form of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.

While the U.N. Convention Against Torture explicitly covers state actors, the torturous conduct of non-state actors is regularly punished by countries’ domestic criminal laws. A state actor — according to the U.S. Supreme Court and other jurists — is someone whose conduct is “fairly attributable to the state.”34 While torture-murder describes a particular species of homicides accompanied by torturous conduct by non-state actors,35 judicially imposed death sentences and state-sanctioned executions are not currently classified as acts of torture under the law.36 That is true even though the U.N. Convention Against Torture makes the prohibition on torture absolute and requires governments to prevent and criminalize acts of torture.37 And this is the present legal regime even though the U.N. Human Rights Committee, the U.N. Special Rapporteur on Torture,38 and jurists, psychologists and others39 readily agree that simulated, or “mock,” executions — as well as a wide array of non-lethal acts — are considered to be torturous in nature. A “mock execution,” as one source puts it, is “a stratagem in which a victim is deliberately but falsely made to feel that his execution or that of another person is
imminent or is taking place.” "It may be staged for an audience or a subject who is made to believe that he is being led to his own execution," that source reports.40

Torture — as a general matter — has long been strictly prohibited by law in international conventions and covenants,41 as well as by individual countries and regional human rights systems, including in Africa, Europe, the Americas and elsewhere.42 Article 5 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, adopted by the U.N. General Assembly in 1948, provides: “No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.” Article 3 of the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, dating to the 1950s, states: “No one shall be subjected to torture or to inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.” Article 5 of the American Convention on Human Rights, which entered into force in 1978, likewise provides in a slightly longer provision: “No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman, or degrading punishment or treatment. All persons deprived of their liberty shall be treated with respect for the inherent dignity of the human person.” And Article 5 of the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights, which became effective in 1986, reads: “All forms of exploitation and degradation of man particularly slavery, slave trade, torture, cruel, inhuman or degrading punishment and treatment shall be prohibited.”43

Torture is thus universally forbidden throughout the civilized world, with prohibitions found in a wide array of international conventions and domestic legal codes. International humanitarian law, also known as the law of war, specifically prohibits torture.44 And it is also prohibited by the U.S. Code of Federal Regulations,45 various foreign46 and state constitutions,47 federal and state statutes in the United States,48 as well as by the U.S. Supreme Court and other judicial systems.49 In 2001, the European Court of Human Rights emphasized of the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights that “it has long been recognised that the right under Article 3 not to be subjected to torture or to inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment enshrines one of the fundamental values of democratic society.” “It is an absolute right, permitting of no exception in any circumstances,” that court declared.50 In 1998, the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia — a tribunal set up by the United Nations — likewise observed: “It should be noted that the prohibition of torture laid down in human rights treaties enshrines an absolute right, which can never be derogated from, not even in time of emergency.” “This prohibition,” the court ruled, “is so extensive that States are even barred by international law from expelling, returning or extraditing a person to another State where there are substantial grounds for believing that the person would be in danger of being subjected to torture.”51

American law is made up of a complex blend of constitutional law, binding treaties, federal and state legal codes, regulations and case law. The U.S. Constitution — drafted in the 1780s — does not explicitly forbid torture by name.52 But the Ninth Amendment of the U.S. Bill of Rights clearly states: “The enumeration in the Constitution, of certain rights, shall not be construed to deny or disparage others retained by the people.”53 Legal commentators and high-profile political leaders such as President Franklin D. Roosevelt have described the right to be free from torture as an “unenumerated” or “natural” right.54 And the Supreme Court of Ireland has specifically recognized that among the “non-exhaustive,” “unspecified personal rights” recognized by the Constitution of Ireland is “the right to freedom from torture or inhuman or degrading treatment.”55 Indeed, despite the omission of the torture term from the U.S. Constitution, the U.S. Supreme Court has long read the Eighth Amendment’s Cruel and Unusual Punishments Clause
to forbid torture. Ratified in 1791, the Eighth Amendment — on its face — prohibits “excessive” bail and fines and explicitly forbids “cruel and unusual punishments.” But the Supreme Court’s case law as to torture is adamant and clear. In its 2010 decision in Graham v. Florida, the U.S. Supreme Court, citing an earlier precedent, forcefully declared: “The Cruel and Unusual Punishments Clause prohibits the imposition of inherently barbaric punishments under all circumstances. ‘Punishments of torture,’ for example, ‘are forbidden.’”

The U.S. Supreme Court’s recognition of the prohibition against torture actually dates back more than a century. The Supreme Court’s precedents, however, illustrate how torture and capital punishment have been treated in the past as separate legal concepts, with one not tied or associated to the other. In 1890, in In re Kemmler, the Supreme Court upheld the use of the electric chair as a method of execution yet simultaneously declared in its judicial opinion: “Punishments are cruel when they involve torture or a lingering death . . . .” And in Wilkerson v. Utah, the Supreme Court — in 1878 — determined that Utah’s use of a firing squad to punish a premeditated murderer was constitutional, though it ruled at the same time: “Difficulty would attend the effort to define with exactness the extent of the constitutional prohibition which provides that cruel and unusual punishments shall not be inflicted; but it is safe to affirm that punishments of torture . . . and all others in the same line of unnecessary cruelty, are forbidden . . . .”

In other words, torturous punishments violate the U.S. Constitution, though executions — traditionally seen by American jurists as lawful and, at least in certain circumstances, as legally permissible — were not, at least at that time, treated as torturous acts.

Torture is a commonly used English word. But under the Convention Against Torture and existing U.S. law, “lawful sanctions” — as a general category of official actions — are generically excluded from the word’s definition. The Convention Against Torture does not define “lawful sanctions,” leaving it up to courts, by necessity, to decide what governmental acts fall into that category. So far, American courts, the U.S. Congress and federal regulators have concluded that the “lawful sanctions” exclusion in the Convention Against Torture exempts the death penalty, a punishment authorized by a number of federal and state laws. The “lawful sanctions” exclusion, in fact, is reflected in a U.S. implementing regulation which provides that lawful sanctions “includes judicially imposed sanctions and other enforcement actions authorized by law, provided that such sanctions or actions were not adopted in order to defeat the object and purpose of the Convention to prohibit torture.” In two other regulations, titled “Implementation of the Convention Against Torture,” U.S. law similarly — and even more explicitly — reads: “Torture does not include pain or suffering arising only from, inherent in or incidental to lawful sanctions. Lawful sanctions include judicially imposed sanctions and other enforcement actions authorized by law, including the death penalty, but do not include sanctions that defeat the object and purpose of the Convention Against Torture to prohibit torture.” In its understandings attached to the Convention Against Torture, the U.S. Senate — the legislative body tasked with “Advice and Consent” as regards U.S. treaties — provided: “[T]he United States understands that ‘sanctions’ includes judicially imposed sanctions and other enforcement actions authorized by United States law or by judicial interpretation of such law. Nonetheless, the United States understands that a State Party could not through its domestic sanctions defeat the object and purpose of the Convention to prohibit torture.” The “lawful sanctions” concept — seen by American lawmakers as a carve-out to torture and to cruel or inhuman treatment — is also found in sections of the U.S. Code.
Up to now, the U.S. Supreme Court has focused principally on whether executions inflict excruciating pain at the very moment that a death row inmate is put to death. It is now clear from common English usage and various legal prohibitions against torture, however, that one can be either physically or psychologically tortured. Webster's Third New International Dictionary defines “torture” as “the infliction of intense pain (as from burning, crushing, wounding) to punish or coerce someone.” But that dictionary's definition of torture also lists “anguish of body or mind,” “excruciating agony,” “extremity of suffering,” “to cause intense suffering to,” “inflict anguish on” and “subject to severe pain: torment.” Indeed, both extrajudicial killings and state-sanctioned executions have been described in popular culture as “torturous” — or at least potentially so — due to the method of killing or mode of execution at issue or because of the risk of a bungled, or “botched,” execution. In Dead Man Walking, the Nobel Prize-nominated activist Sister Helen Prejean — speaking more broadly — equated torture with capital punishment, writing: “An execution is ugly because the premeditated killing of a human being is ugly. Torture is ugly.” As she wrote: “[If we are to have a society which protects its citizens from torture and murder, then torture and murder must be off-limits to everyone. No one, for any reason, may be permitted to torture and kill — and that includes government.”

Although the world’s laws are far from uniform, some jurists and tribunals currently classify executions as human rights violations or — more specifically — as cruel, inhuman or degrading acts. In 1990, the Hungarian Constitutional Court held that capital punishment conflicted with the right to life and the right to human dignity. Five years later, in 1995, the Constitutional Court of South Africa also struck down that country's death penalty as unconstitutional. In that landmark case, State v Makwanyane, the South African court found that the death penalty contravened that country’s prohibition of “cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.” On the same continent, by contrast, the Supreme Court of Uganda — in 2009 — specifically rejected the contention of that country’s then 418 death row inmates that the death penalty was per se unconstitutional as a cruel, inhuman or degrading punishment. In that case, the Ugandan court did decide that mandatory death sentences were unconstitutional and that it would be unconstitutional to execute prisoners who had been on death row for three years or more because of the “inordinate delay.”

Globally, just as there is a divide as to the death penalty’s legality, there is a division of legal authority as regards the legal effect, if any, of prolonged stays on death row. In Soering v. United Kingdom, for example, the European Court of Human Rights barred the extradition of a German teenager, Jens Soering, to face murder charges in Virginia in the absence of assurances that the death penalty would not be sought. The Commonwealth of Virginia had charged Soering with murdering his girlfriend’s parents, but the European Court of Human Rights, in 1989, found that it would violate Article 3 of the European Convention on Human Rights to extradite him. Why? Because of the likelihood that Soering, if convicted, would experience the “death row phenomenon” — a concept associated with a death row inmate’s suffering while awaiting execution. The Zimbabwe Supreme Court — like the Uganda court — has also embraced that approach, taking note of the inhumanity of prolonged stays on death row.

While the U.S. courts have consistently refused to recognize the “death row phenomenon,” the Supreme Court of Canada — in interpreting the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms — specifically ruled in 2001 that extraditing offenders to the U.S. would not be permitted absent assurances that the death penalty would not be sought.
Canada — America’s neighbor to the north — no longer permits executions, with the Supreme Court of Canada ruling: “The Canadian government would not itself inflict capital punishment, although its decision to extradite without assurances would be a necessary link in the chain of causation to that potential result.” Emphasizing that, “in Canada, the death penalty has been rejected as an acceptable element of criminal justice,” Canada’s high court determined: “Capital punishment engages the underlying values of the prohibition against cruel and unusual punishment. It is final and irreversible. Its imposition has been described as arbitrary and its deterrent value has been doubted.” “Canada’s support of international initiatives opposing extradition without assurances, combined with its international advocacy of the abolition of the death penalty,” the court ruled, “leads to the conclusion that in the Canadian view of fundamental justice, capital punishment is unjust and should be stopped.” One of the specific concerns raised in that case — and factored in by the Canadian court — was the “psychological trauma to death row inhabitants” associated with the “death row phenomenon.”

Both executions and inmates’ protracted stays on death row have been described as cruel, inhuman or even torturous in nature by some countries, jurists and legal commentators. But the death penalty is — at the moment — not prohibited under all circumstances under international law or U.S. law. “While the evidence does not establish an international law norm against the death penalty, or against extradition to face the death penalty,” the Supreme Court of Canada held in 2001, “it does show significant movement towards acceptance internationally of a principle of fundamental justice Canada has already adopted internally — namely, the abolition of capital punishment.” That court pointed out that “[t]he recent and continuing disclosures of wrongful convictions for murder in Canada and the United States provide tragic testimony to the fallibility of the legal system, despite its elaborate safeguards for the protection of the innocent.” “This history,” it ruled, “weighs powerfully in the balance against extradition without assurances when fugitives are sought to be tried for murder by a retentionist state, however similar in other respects to our own legal system.”

Although the U.S. Constitution’s Eighth Amendment has been read to bar the execution of certain categories of offenders, the U.S. Supreme Court has upheld the death penalty’s constitutionality as a general matter and allowed many executions to proceed. In the Supreme Court’s 2013 Term, for example, thirty-two applications for stays of execution were denied and only one application was granted. In 2015, in Glossip v. Gross, the Court — in a five-to-four decision and despite the ever-present risk of botched executions — decided to uphold the constitutionality of Oklahoma’s lethal injection protocol, with the four dissenters worrying aloud about death row inmates being subjected to “torturous” deaths. That protocol called for the administration of one drug, midazolam, to sedate the inmate before the administration of two other drugs, rocuronium bromide and potassium chloride, the former to paralyze him and the latter to induce a heart attack. There were serious questions in that case about the efficacy of midazolam in keeping the condemned inmate unconscious, thus risking an excruciatingly painful death.

The U.S. Supreme Court has, to date, thus rejected the notion that the death penalty is — in the language of the Eighth Amendment — a cruel and unusual punishment. Indeed, despite the fact that only a small percentage of countries outside the U.S. still actively use executions, and despite the decision of the European Court of Human Rights in Soering, the U.S. Supreme Court has persistently refused to even accept for review an Eighth Amendment case on the subject of the “death row phenomenon.” The concept
is the one legal commentators and mental health professionals now regularly use to describe the severe mental (and accompanying physical) deterioration of death row inmates during the long periods of time — sometimes decades — they spend in prison between the imposition of their death sentences and their actual executions. The phenomenon, the United Nations has observed, “refers to a combination of circumstances that produces severe mental trauma and physical suffering among prisoners serving death sentences, including uncertainty and anxiety created by the threat of death and other circumstances surrounding execution . . . .”\(^{89}\) “In some cases,” law professor William Schabas explains, “this may involve not only the delay as such but also what are often appalling conditions of detention imposed upon those for whom all hope has been abandoned, the ‘walking dead.’”\(^{90}\) Having decided that America’s death penalty is not cruel and unusual, the U.S. Supreme Court has — by implication — clearly rejected the idea that death sentences or executions constitute torture, the aggravated form of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment (“CIDT”) that is, along with torture itself, prohibited by international law.\(^{91}\)

Because international law does not universally bar it, the death penalty thus persists in America and elsewhere, though the punishment’s centuries-old history is one of successive restrictions on its use.\(^{92}\) The U.S. Supreme Court, tinkering around the edges but letting most executions proceed,\(^ {93}\) has only declared some death penalty procedures or uses of capital punishment to be unconstitutional. In particular, the Court has only outlawed the execution of certain types of offenders deemed less culpable for their actions and declared particular death penalty schemes (e.g., mandatory ones) to be unconstitutional. For example, in Hurst v. Florida, the Supreme Court held in 2016 that Florida’s capital sentencing process — under which a judge, not the jury, made the life-or-death decision — violated the defendant’s Sixth Amendment right to a trial by jury.\(^ {94}\) Likewise, it is now illegal under U.S. Supreme Court precedent to execute the insane,\(^ {95}\) the intellectually disabled,\(^ {96}\) those under age eighteen at the time of their crimes,\(^ {97}\) non-homicidal rapists\(^ {98}\) and kidnappers,\(^ {99}\) and — within articulated parameters — those who neither kill nor intend to kill.\(^ {100}\) The mandatory death penalty is now unconstitutional in the United States and many other countries, but discretionary death penalty laws are still in use in the U.S. and other retentionist states.\(^ {101}\)

With at least some executions already seen as unlawful, important questions must be considered: In the twenty-first century, should the “lawful sanctions” carve-out to the definition of torture — the one found in the Convention Against Torture, in U.S. law, and elsewhere — still be read to allow death sentences and executions? Does it make any sense for the law to bar the execution of certain types of offenders while allowing the execution of others? Other weighty questions come to mind, too. Is the way in which death sentences are imposed and executions are carried out too cruel and too arbitrary and discriminatory to allow for the death penalty’s use? And should universal human rights — the rights to life and human dignity and the rights to be free from torture, cruelty and discrimination — cause jurists to declare capital punishment unconstitutional or torturous in nature? The death penalty’s disparate treatment in different parts of the world warrants answers to these pressing questions.

The death penalty is now under siege around the globe as never before. Although people are still being brutally beheaded in Saudi Arabia for apostasy and banditry and stoned to death in Afghanistan for adultery,\(^ {102}\) the number of countries actively using executions has fallen dramatically in recent years.\(^ {103}\) Of particular interest to jurists in the U.S., where the unusualness of a punishment is a standard part of the Eighth Amend-
ment calculus, the number of American death sentences and executions has substantially fallen off in the last two decades. At this point, only a small fraction of the world’s countries actively use executions, with just two percent of U.S. counties accounting for a majority of all American executions. China—the country known for its repression of the pro-democracy protests in Tiananmen Square—still executes thousands of offenders each year. While but Amnesty International doesn’t even try to count Chinese executions as they are considered a state secret, that organization’s statistics show that the death penalty, broadly speaking, is on the decline, with retentionist states increasingly on the defensive in attempting to justify their use of executions.

Over the last several decades, jurists worldwide have evaluated the constitutionality of capital punishment. In 1963, U.S. Supreme Court Justice Arthur Goldberg—as part of his efforts—circulated a lengthy memorandum to his colleagues in an attempt to convince them that the death penalty constituted a cruel and unusual punishment. More recently, the Lithuanian Constitutional Court—as just another example—ruled in 1998 that the death penalty provisions of that country’s criminal code were unconstitutional. The Lithuanian parliament, by an overwhelming majority, thereafter voted to abolish the death penalty, replacing it with life imprisonment. “The parliament,” as London-based Amnesty International later reported of Lithuania, “commuted to life imprisonment the sentences of the nine prisoners then under sentence of death.” While the Constitutional Court of South Africa declared capital punishment unconstitutional more than twenty years ago, the Connecticut Supreme Court did so in 2015 under the auspices of that state’s constitution. The declaration of the punishment’s unconstitutionality in that case, State v. Santiago, came after Connecticut’s legislature voted to abolish the death penalty on a prospective-only basis. The state supreme court’s split, four-to-three decision—its act of judicial review—was necessitated because the state legislature’s abolition measure was not retroactive, leaving eleven men lingering on Connecticut’s death row even after the passage of the state legislature’s abolition bill, one signed into law by Governor Dan Malloy.

The future is impossible to predict, but one thing is clear: the past has never alone dictated how the law will evolve. In the post-Furman era, the U.S. Supreme Court has taken a timid, mostly hands-off approach to capital cases, tinkering around the edges but not thoroughly examining the central questions pertaining to the death penalty: Is it so cruel—and is it so freakishly imposed—that it should no longer be allowed? And does it qualify as a form of torture? Applying its long-standing “evolving standards of decency” test to evaluate Cruel and Unusual Punishments Clause claims, the U.S. Supreme Court has upheld the death penalty’s constitutionality (except for certain classes of offenders for which it has found the death penalty to be disproportionate and unjust), choosing to focus narrowly on whether there is an unacceptable risk of physical pain when the inmate is actually strapped to a gurney and put to death. In Baze v. Rees and Glossip v. Gross, the Supreme Court approved Kentucky and Oklahoma’s lethal injection protocols, though those 2008 and 2015 decisions drew vigorous dissents. Glossip, decided just months before Justice Antonin Scalia’s death, was a five-to-four decision, with Justice Scalia siding with the majority in that case. And the Court’s rulings came in spite of serious and continuing concerns over the death penalty’s arbitrary and discriminatory application and a spate of exonerations and miscarriages of justice. In 2009, the prestigious American Law Institute actually withdrew the death penalty provisions of the Model Penal Code “in light of the current intractable institutional and structural obstacles to ensuring a minimally adequate system for administering capital punishment.”
The U.S. Supreme Court’s rulings in *Baze* and *Glossip* disregarded the ever-present risk of physically painful deaths for inmates.\(^{118}\) For instance, by all accounts, the State of Oklahoma’s 2014 execution of convicted killer Clayton Lockett inflicted excruciating physical pain. Lockett died 43 minutes after the first drug, midazolam, was administered at 6:23 p.m. on April 29, 2014. He was initially declared unconscious, but roughly three minutes later, witnesses said that he began to groan, gasp, and writhe on the gurney. Blood squirted onto his clothing after a doctor inserted an intravenous line, or IV, in his groin area that hit one of Lockett’s arteries. Lockett died at 7:06 p.m., with Oklahoma officials— disturbed by what had happened— temporarily putting executions on hold after Lockett’s horrific death. “What happened in Oklahoma is deeply troubling,” President Barack Obama weighed in on the botched execution. “It looked like torture,” one witness later bluntly told reporters.\(^{119}\) In upholding state lethal injection protocols, in the case of *Glossip* by the narrowest of margins, the U.S. Supreme Court chose to follow in the footsteps of now antiquated cases, from the late nineteenth century, holding that death by firing squad and electrocution are not cruel and unusual punishments.\(^{120}\)

*The Death Penalty as Torture* argues that, in the twenty-first century, death sentences and executions should be legally classified as forms of torture—and that the law, evolving as it always does, should move toward a universal, *jus cogens* norm universally prohibiting the death penalty’s use. The Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties describes *jus cogens*— the Latin term meaning “compelling law”— as “a peremptory norm of general international law,”\(^{121}\) with prohibitions on slavery,\(^{122}\) maritime piracy\(^{123}\) and torture,\(^{124}\) among other practices,\(^{125}\) already considered existing *jus cogens* norms.\(^{126}\) The Vienna Convention, signed or ratified by more than 100 countries,\(^{127}\) itself contemplates the emergence of new peremptory norms of general international law,\(^{128}\) and death sentences and executions should be added to that list under the *torture* rubric. While legal battles in the past have been fought over whether capital punishment is a *cruel* practice, this book contends that death sentences and executions should be classified as *torturous*. The prohibition against torture in the Convention Against Torture is absolute and has achieved a *jus cogens* status, meaning that—at this point in time—no country can derogate from that prohibition for any reason.\(^{129}\)

International law already prohibits extrajudicial, summary and arbitrary executions,\(^{130}\) and death threats\(^{131}\) and “simulated” executions\(^{132}\) are barred, too, classed as serious human rights abuses that can amount to torture.\(^{133}\) If *lynchings, death threats and mock executions* are, quite appropriately, considered to be acts of torture,\(^{134}\) then *death sentences and actual executions* should qualify as well. Because *capital charges*—or *threats* to bring capital charges—are also powerful threats to kill, they too should be classified as acts of torture in a world in which there is a *jus cogens* norm prohibiting the death penalty’s use. Just as lynchings are no longer tolerated by civilized societies, state-sanctioned executions—long associated with racial prejudice, the suppression of political dissent and religious minorities, and the deprivation of human dignity—should no longer be tolerated either. Stephen Bright—the president of the Southern Center for Human Rights, and an experienced capital litigator\(^{135}\)—has aptly called the death penalty “a direct descendant of lynching and other forms of racial violence and racial oppression in America” and “one of America’s most prominent vestiges of slavery.”\(^{136}\)

The global decline of the death penalty is accelerating, and with that evolution, it is time for lawmakers and jurists—and the civilized countries of the world—to unite and view death sentences and executions for what they are: acts of torture. In 2007, the United Nations General Assembly first adopted a resolution calling for a moratorium on the
death penalty — a resolution supported by 104 nations and later reaffirmed by even more countries. When a similar resolution passed in 2012, the number of countries supporting it had grown to 110, and in 2014 — the fifth time the death penalty moratorium resolution came before the U.N. General Assembly, 117 nations voted in favor, with only 38 countries voting against it and only 34 nations abstaining. With the U.N. now actively pushing for the complete abolition of capital punishment, a serious examination of the death penalty’s relationship to the law of torture is warranted, if not long overdue. “The death penalty has no place in the 21st century,” U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon has declared without equivocation, calling upon “[l]eaders across the globe” to end — in his words — “this cruel and inhumane practice.” Already, Rome’s Coliseum is lit up every time a country or state abolishes the death penalty, with such celebrations becoming regular affairs as more and more sovereign states have turned away from the use of executions. The question this book seeks to answer: are executions the ultimate form of cruelty, acts of torture?

The use of torture was common in the Dark Ages, and it is still closely associated with the Inquisition and the medieval period. The Death Penalty as Torture first describes that history along with the death penalty’s own sordid past. The book then recounts the centuries-old efforts to end such practices — efforts that began in earnest during the Enlightenment and that bore some initial fruit even in the eighteenth century as sovereigns and states began to outlaw or curtail their use. The book then lays out the details of the death penalty’s administration, the state’s deliberate, calculated and persistent efforts to take a human life. It describes the arc of capital cases, from charging decisions to trials and appeals to death warrants and post-conviction and clemency proceedings. And it discusses how capital defendants and death row inmates — in the U.S. and elsewhere — are regularly treated before, at, and after their sentencing proceedings, all the way down to their last meals. Whereas those convicted of capital crimes in the U.S. are sentenced to death in open court, the process can be far more secretive in totalitarian or authoritarian regimes. While only a handful of countries still treat the death penalty’s use as a state secret, repressive regimes — run by Chinese Communist Party officials or North Korean dictators — still regularly execute people as a form of state control.

As noted earlier, the “death row phenomenon” — of increasing prominence in international human rights discourse — is associated with prolonged stays on death row and relates to the mental decline of (and harmful psychological and physical effects on) death row prisoners. Although a few U.S. Supreme Court Justices have futilely called upon their colleagues to take up the question of whether prolonged stays on death row constitute “cruel and unusual punishments,” that subject has been explored extensively elsewhere, including in thoughtful dissents by, or joined by, Justices Stephen Breyer, Ruth Bader Ginsburg, and John Paul Stevens. In his 1996 book, The Death Penalty as Cruel Treatment and Torture, law professor William Schabas devoted a whole chapter to the death row phenomenon, putting it this way: “The length of detention on death row is one of its more egregious and contested features. As Albert Camus wrote, a man is destroyed by the wait for death long before he really dies.”

Instead of rehashing that line of argument, important as it is, this book argues that death sentences and executions are ripe for classification as acts of torture for two reasons no matter how death row inmates are treated within prisons, and no matter how long they reside on death row, be it days, months, years or decades. First, death sentences — whether threatened, imposed, or actually carried out — are torturous threats of death akin to the kind of threats to kill made by non-state actors that are already classified as
acts of torture. Second, executions are more severe than many non-lethal acts already classified as illicit acts of torture. Harsh conditions of confinement for death row inmates certainly amplify the death penalty’s torturous nature, as do long stays on death row. But capital punishment is torturous notwithstanding what particular conditions exist in specific locales or how much time an inmate actually spends on death row.

After describing how death sentences are sought, imposed and carried out, The Death Penalty as Torture describes the evolution of the law’s treatment of cruelty and torture. The book sets forth current definitions and understandings of torture, both in law and in common parlance, before describing how — and why — various non-lethal acts are already properly classified as unlawful acts of torture. While torture is a concept long associated with the intentional infliction of severe pain or suffering, whether mental or physical in nature, the Convention Against Torture and similar laws and regulations — as noted before — generically exclude “lawful sanctions” from the word’s definition. In some instances, the death penalty itself is explicitly excluded from the meaning of torture and described on paper in the Code of Federal Regulations as a “lawful sanction.” Two U.S. federal regulations — 8 C.F.R. § 208.18(a)(3) and 8 C.F.R. § 1208.18(a)(3), to use the precise legal citations — thus read: “Torture does not include pain or suffering arising only from, inherent in or incidental to lawful sanctions. Lawful sanctions include judicially imposed sanctions and other enforcement actions authorized by law, including the death penalty. . . .” In exposing the anomaly of capital punishment, The Death Penalty as Torture shows how American and foreign courts handle non-lethal acts and assorted corporal punishments, both of which jurists routinely describe as either cruel or torturous in nature because of the pain or suffering they inflict. The book thus exposes the law’s inconsistency — indeed, the law’s Kafkaesque and unprincipled hypocrisy — in treating acts short of death as torture while exempting death sentences and executions from that legal designation.

The last portion of the book then argues that, in light of the death penalty’s inherent characteristics, the law should rapidly move toward the adoption of a jus cogens norm prohibiting death sentences and executions. The imposition of death sentences — the judicial acts leading to executions — bear a striking resemblance to other non-lethal acts (i.e., threats to kill and mock executions) already classified by courts and government officials as torturous in nature. And because they take (and do not just injure) life, executions themselves would have to be logically placed at the top of the torture-cruelty scale, what might be thought of as the torture-cruelty continuum. In fact, U.N. officials and courts around the world now categorize countless acts far less severe than death as unlawful acts of torture. “The U.N. Special Rapporteur on Torture,” one scholar notes, “has listed several acts determined to be torture, including beating; extraction of nails or teeth; burns; electric shocks; suspension; suffocation; exposure to excessive light or noise; sexual aggression; prolonged denial of rest or sleep, food, sufficient hygiene, or medical assistance; total isolation and sensory deprivation; and simulated executions.” It is simply bizarre, incongruous and Orwellian for the law to allow death sentences and executions when non-lethal acts such as pulling out one’s fingernails are routinely classified as torture. With a worldwide movement calling for the death penalty’s total abolition underway, the book shows how international law experts, jurists and ordinary citizens alike are beginning to describe capital punishment using the rubric of torture. As death sentences and executions become increasingly rare, it is only a matter of time before they are universally found to violate fundamental human rights and international law.
The Death Penalty as Torture asserts that due to their immutable characteristics, both death sentences and executions deserve to be stigmatized as acts of torture — the word used to characterize the worst kind of cruelty and inhuman brutality. Right now, the death penalty is outlawed in some places but simply regulated or restricted in others, a patchwork treatment that runs afoul of the universality of human rights. The book also explains why the already embedded “lawful sanctions” carve-outs to the definitions of torture should not inhibit a future declaration that capital punishment violates the existing jus cogens norm against torture from which no country may derogate. Just as the interpretation of “cruel and unusual punishments” in American law has evolved over time, and will, inevitably, continue to do so, what qualifies as torture will naturally change from one generation to the next. In the twenty-first century, capital punishment should no longer be permitted and should be seen as an egregious violation of basic human rights, including the right to life, the right to human dignity, the right to be free from discrimination, and the right not to be tortured or cruelly treated. The book concludes that, in the future, capital charges, death sentences and executions should be universally forbidden under the law, and that the existing jus cogens norm against torture should be read to prohibit the penalty of death.
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David R. Dow, Jim Marcus, Morris Moon, Jared Tyler & Greg Wiercioch, The Extraordinary Execution of Billy Vickers, the Banality of Death, and the Demise of Post-Conviction Review, 13 Wm. & Mary Bill Rts. J. 521, 550 n.150 (2004) (“Mock executions and other threats of imminent death are widely recognized to be a form of unconscionable torture. Legislation passed by the United States Congress on April 30, 1994, implementing the United Nations Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, identifies ‘the threat of imminent death’ as a form of torture. This provision was designed to bring ‘mock executions’ within the ambit...
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163. Trop v. Dulles, 356 U.S. 86, 100–101 (1958) (“[T]he words of the Eighth Amendment are not precise, . . . their scope is not static. The Amendment must draw its meaning from the evolving standards of decency that mark the progress of a maturing society.”).


165. The right to life and the rights to be free from discrimination and torture are set forth in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, as is the concept of human dignity. Universal Declara-
tion of Human Rights (GA res. 217A (III), UN Doc A/810 (Dec. 10, 1948) [hereinafter “UDHR”], Art. 3 (“Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of person.”); id., Art. 5 (“No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.”); id., Art. 7 (“All are equal before the law and are entitled without any discrimination to equal protection of the law.”); see also Neomi Rao, *Three Concepts of Dignity in Constitutional Law*, 86 Notre Dame L. Rev. 183, 185 (2011) (“As a fundamental precept of human rights and basic liberties, dignity really took hold after the Universal Declaration of Human Rights stated: ‘All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights.’”) (citing UDHR, Art. 1); Maxine D. Goodman, *Human Dignity in Supreme Court Constitutional Jurisprudence*, 84 Neb. L. Rev. 740, 743 (2006) (noting that the U.S. Supreme Court “has repeatedly treated human dignity as a value underlying, or giving meaning to, existing constitutional rights and guarantees”); Leslie Meltzer Henry, *The Jurisprudence of Dignity*, 160 U. Pa. L. Rev. 169, 172 (2011) (“few concepts dominate modern constitutional jurisprudence more than dignity does without appearing in the Constitution”). At times, public officials have attempted to minimize — or even evade — State obligations under the Convention Against Torture and implementing legislation. After 9/11, for example, the Office of Legal Counsel at the Department of Justice issued its now infamous “torture memos” in the context of considering standards of conduct for interrogations. Andrew Cohen, “The Torture Memos, 10 Years Later,” *The Atlantic*, Feb. 6, 2012. One Bush Administration lawyer, Jay Bybee, opined that the U.S. prohibition on torture in section 2340 of Title 18 of the U.S. Code only “proscribes acts inflicting, and that are specifically intended to inflict, severe pain or suffering, whether mental or physical,” with “[p]hysical pain amounting to torture” notoriously needing to be — per that legal memo — “equivalent in intensity to the pain accompanying serious physical injury, such as organ failure, impairment of bodily function, or even death.” “For purely mental pain or suffering to amount to torture under Section 2340,” Bybee’s now discredited legal memo continued, “it must result in significant psychological harm of significant duration, e.g., lasting for months or even years.” “We conclude,” that memo continued, “that the mental harm also must result from one of the predicate acts listed in the statute, namely: threats of imminent death; threats of infliction of the kind of pain that would amount to physical torture; infliction of such physical pain as a means of psychological torture; use of drugs or other procedures designed to deeply disrupt the senses, or fundamentally alter an individual’s personality; or threatening to do any of these things to a third party.” Memorandum from Jay S. Bybee, Assistant Attorney General, to Alberto R. Gonzales, Counsel to the President, on Standards of Conduct for Interrogation under 18 U.S.C. §§ 2340–2340A, at 1, 6 (Aug. 1, 2002), available at http://nsarchive.gwu.edu/NSAEBB/NSAEBB127/02.08.01.pdf. The U.N. Committee Against Torture has already held that the U.S. interpretation of the Convention Against Torture is too narrow and that the United States needs to implement and enforce the Convention more fully and rigorously. Conclusions and Recommendations of the Committee Against Torture (United States of America), Consideration of Reports Submitted by State Parties Under Article 19 of the Convention, CAT/C/USA/CO/2 (25 July 2006), p. 3 (“The State Party should ensure that acts of psychological torture, prohibited by the Convention, are not limited to ‘prolonged mental harm’ as set out in the State party’s understandings lodged at the time of ratification of the Convention, but constitute a wider category of acts, which cause severe mental suffering, irrespective of their prolongation or its duration.”).